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Introduction 

My choice of topic would first seem to merit some sort of apologia. ‘Con-
figurations of the feminine’ seems perilously close to previous investigations 
of the prominent female protagonists. Such readings have ranged from a 
sensitive utilisation of reception theory to test the possibility of female 
reader identification1 through to analyses of the influence of religion, some-
times offered by advocates of the Mysterientexte theory.2 
 Why then revisit such an apparently well worked field? Part of the an-
swer must lie in the fact that however useful the insights into generic gender 
patterning produced by these approaches, no one totalising theory can fully 
explain the ambiguities and tensions inherent in the novels’ presentation of 

————— 
 1  The ‘female readership’ hypothesis has, in the past, functioned as the most popular 

means of explaining the prominence of the heroines. Such an approach will often take as 
its starting point the vexed questions of improvements in status, and levels of female lit-
eracy, and focus upon the centrality of the heroine as a possible point of identification for 
a female readership. See for example Sandy 1982, 61, Hägg 1983, 95–96, Johne 1987, 
24; 1989, 158; 1996, 204, 207, Holzberg 1995, 35, and Fusillo 1996, 304. For a more 
overtly theoretical approach see Winkler 1990, Elsom 1992, Montague 1992, and Egger 
1994. 

 2  For the strong heroines as manifestations of the goddess, most famously see Merkelbach 
1962,337. By identifying novelistic character types as ‘… nur Figuranten in einem heili-
gen Drama...’ he seemed to deny the genre its status as literature. For a similar stance see 
Witt’s 1971, 245 identification of Anthia as Isis Lysikomos and Hani’s 1978, 272 reading 
of Heliodoros as cultic narrative. Doody 1996, 172 has more recently provided a far more 
fluid interpretation of ‘religious influence’ that has interesting consequences for our read-
ing of the heroines. She states that the novel ‘… has a religious grounding in the sense of 
the holy in human existence. And it has a high sense of the holy in all that may be called 
‘feminine’…’ 
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gender. My own methodology then, is necessarily pluralistic. Here I have 
chosen to fuse an anthropological approach to my broadly historicist orienta-
tion, enabling me to recast the debate as the ‘constructed feminine’ rather 
than the well-worn ‘images’ or ‘portrayal of women’. Shifting the focus 
away from the vexed question of improvements in female status and from 
‘real women’ may generate a new realisation of the polysemic qualities of 
gender, and how its intersections with the shifting categories of race and 
status may function as part of a wider discourse of self-definition. 

The Constructed Feminine 

At the outset I wish to clarify what I mean by the ‘constructed feminine’. 
This has been formulated in different ways, by scholars working in different 
areas, though it rests upon the basic assumption that gender is capable of 
functioning as a means of communication, or basic organising principle of 
culture or society in general. To focus upon one of the more famous expres-
sions of this belief, Lévi-Strauss 1963, 61 visualised the regulations sur-
rounding marriage and kinship-systems ‘… as a kind of language, a set of 
processes permitting the establishment … of a certain kind of communica-
tion’. The ‘mediating factor’ being 
 

… the women of the group, who are circulated between clans, lineages, 
or families, in place of the words of the group, which are circulated be-
tween individuals … 
 

Woman may thus be reduced to sign, and the closed body of the chaste 
woman may come to signify or embody the cultural integrity of a particular 
social group.3 My application of anthropological theory does not, however, 
seek to deny socio-historical specificity. For example, I recognise that the 
utilisation of the female as projection of the male self would be less likely to 

————— 
 3  This Levi-Straussian conceptualisation of woman as sign is hardly new, though it re-

mains a fruitful way of investigating gender patterns in Classical texts. See for example 
the comments of Sorkin Rabinowitz 1993, and Zeitlin 1996. See also de Beauvoir’s 1972 
realisation of the woman as Other, and in a different context Higonnet’s discussion 
1994,11 of the female body as metonymy for the nation in nationalist texts of the Renais-
sance onwards. 
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occur at times when gender politics themselves had become the focus of 
social anxiety. 

18th/19th century novels 

In passing we might mention the English novel of the 18th and 19th centuries 
as a rather neat exemplification of this differing sexual ideology. Narrative 
patterns relating to the significance of physical integrity and female subjec-
tivity appear to be grounded in a particular brand of political reality that goes 
hand in hand with an interest in social reform. So in Richardson’s Pamela4 
as in Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles the locus of chastity is firmly estab-
lished as the heroine’s body. Pamela, the poor servant, struggles to keep her 
virtue intact, and is rewarded both financially and socially by becoming her 
master’s wife. This novel was criticised at the time of its first publication for 
its so-called levelling tendencies: encouraging poor women to set as great a 
store by their honour as the rich. Tess too was perceived as an attack on 
bourgeois mores, for to the story of a girl seduced when young and later 
rejected by her hypocritical husband the author chose to add the provocative 
subtitle A Pure Woman. In both texts the female protagonist is permitted to 
emerge as subject in a far more direct and unproblematic manner than ever 
encountered in the Greek Novel. In Pamela the epistolary form privileges the 
heroine’s thoughts and feelings, functioning as the textual antithesis of Klei-
tophon’s first person narration, a technique which persistently situates the 
heroine as object of the male gaze. The eponymous Tess is also allowed to 
insist upon her individuality in a manner which has interesting implications 
for our readings of the novelistic heroines. Thus, when for her husband An-
gel, Tess is 
 

… no longer the milkmaid but a visionary essence of woman – a whole 
sex condensed into one typical form… He called her Artemis, Demeter, 
and other fanciful names. 

 
Tess is allowed to reassert her identity, her sense of self as a woman, with all 
her faults, rather than an ideal: 
 

————— 
 4  This was first published in 1740. 
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‘Call me Tess’, she would say askance, and he did.5 
 
In contrast, more secure identifications of the female protagonists with vari-
ous female deities regularly punctuate the texts of the Greek Novels. Al-
though such narrative cues have of course been a focus for any scholar wish-
ing to read these fictions as cultic allegory, it is perhaps more significant that 
these identifications will often, though admittedly not exclusively, occur in 
the public sphere, situating the heroine as silent civic spectacle.6 

Real Women?  

This brief excursus has allowed us to focus upon the extent to which novelis-
tic chastity has become dislocated from the bodies of real women and trans-
formed into some sort of social signification. Narrative patterns such as Kal-
lirhoe’s bigamous second union with Dionysios alert the reader to the insta-
bility of the conceptualisation of chastity in the genre; formulated as loyalty 
by Chariton, innocence by Longos and purity by Heliodoros. Whatever the 
precise configuration there is a sense in which the whole canon has become 
suffused with an aura of 2'4"!2���: an impression strengthened by linguis-
tic analysis of the usage of this word and its compounds in the extant texts. 
Although it refers to women on 27 occasions, on a further 18 it specifically 
relates to male behaviours. There still exists an imbalance in the standards of 
sexual continence set for men and women, yet scenes such as Theagenes’ 
chastity test7 demonstrate a surprising concern with the purity of the male 
body. Goldhill 1995,4 has viewed these generic patterns as symptomatic of 

————— 
 5  Hardy 1891, Tess of the D’Urbevilles, 135. For an interesting parallel see Chariton 2,3 

where Dionysios mistakes Kallirhoe for the goddess Aphrodite. In this case the heroine’s 
discomfiture is very much bound up with her loss of real status: her new master’s mistake 
being juxtaposed with the steward’s sharp reminder of her new status as slave. 

 6  See for example Chariton 3,2 where Kallirhoe is identified as Aphrodite at her wedding 
to Dionysios, and 4.7 for a similar reaction as she travels to Babylon. At  Xen. Ephes. 1,2 
Anthia is closely identified with Artemis as she walks in procession with the other maid-
ens at the festival of the goddess. The situation is more complex in Heliodoros, as the 
bandits mistake Charikleia for Artemis or Isis (1,2) though the omniscient narrator is 
quick to assure us of the superficiality of this observation (1,2, 1,7). While it is true that 
this identification does not occur in the civic context, the coding of the beach as liminal 
space might make this display of Hellenic superiority, juxtaposed to barbarian incredu-
lity, even more significant. 

 7  Hld. Aithiopika 10, 9. 
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an on-going dialogue on the subject of self-control. Although this discourse 
is as much playful as serious, its centrality to the constitution of the elite 
male subject, as readers of Foucault 1985, 1988 will be aware, does not ap-
pear in doubt. 
 A preliminary survey of the Greek canon isolates several passages where 
the female as object is co-opted as part of the construction of the male sub-
ject. Think of Kallirhoe, who conceptualises herself as a burden, a piece of 
household furniture, a desirable commodity passed from hand to hand, from 
man to man. Her complaint makes it clear that the exceptional beauty which 
renders her valuable has also diminished her: ‘That is why I have been 
handed over like a mere chattel to I know not whom…’ 8 The famous scene 
where she debates the fate of her unborn child defines the overriding consid-
eration in the question of life and death as loyalty to Chaireas:  

 
I shall give my view first: I want to die Chaereas’s wife and his alone. To 
know no other husband – that is dearer to me than parents or country or 
child.9 

 
The equally stirring scene at  Ach. Tat. 6.11 where Leukippe bemoans her 
fate and articulates her feelings for the hero in contrast situates the heroine in 
terms of her relationship to those very social structures rejected by Kallirhoe. 
She states: 
 

Thersandros, cease to regard me as a slave. I am the daughter of a Byz-
antine general, and wife of one of the leading men of Tyre. I am not 
Thessalian, and my name is not Lakaina. This is an insult imposed by pi-
rates who robbed me even of my name. My husband is Kleitophon; my 
country Byzantium;  Sostratos is my father and Pantheia my mother. 10 

————— 
 8  Chariton 1,14: ‘0�x�3!ã3!�i#�2�1ã!#��/"10�����!X��!�Ï0/�3�2�����’  The heroine is also 

termed 4!"3�!� or freight, another graphic image of objectification at 1.10 by the tomb 
robbers, and on another six occasions through the text. 

 9  Chariton 2,11: ‘�����z��!^���"�3��3|����|�����������!4/��!�/�Ý��{�'��x"���!�/�1Ô��
�/�"{!$� ���!$� �$�}�� 3!ã3�� �!�� �/~� �!�{'�� 10�!�� �/~� �/3"�0!#� �/~� 3{��!$�� �1Ô"/��
��0"�#��3{"!$��|��/�1Ô��ö�

 10  Ach. Tat. 6,16,4-6: ‘�}��1��!��2Ä#���0"y�!0!��1��Ï�/���-{"2/�0"1��23"/3��!ã��$�y3�"�
1<�~�û$�/�3�'��� �"�3!$� 3í��
$"�'�� �$�}Ý� !X�� 1<�~�-133/�}�� !X� �/�!ã�/���y�/��/��
]�"�#� /]3�� �23~� �1�"/3��}Ý� �1�Å231$�/�� �/~� 3!\�!�/�� ��}"� �!�� ��1�3!4í��� �/3"~#�
û$�y�3�!���	�23"/3!#��/3}"���}3�"��y��1�/�’ 
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It is also surely significant that her name is only indirectly alluded to, thus 
aiding in the general sense of self erasure. Of course, it is not my intention to 
claim that the question of female subjectivity in the novel is simple and un-
problematic. To take such a stance not only threatens to swamp the subtler 
insights of feminist influenced theory in a deluge of generalisations but also 
seeks to deny the complexity of the texts themselves. If we are prepared, in 
Fetterly’s terminology,11 to ‘read against the text’ we may, in our first exam-
ple, view an object whose keen articulation of events could function as a 
small yet significant assertion of her own subjectivity. Yet even with this 
coda, it surely remains true that any selection of passages chosen to illustrate 
the heroines’ outspokenness or ‘independence’ will equally well highlight 
the issue of individuality. In this context it is not the nature of the speech or 
act which becomes important, but the question of on whose behalf it is being 
enacted. 

The Christian Context 

It appears to make sense that the anthropological notion of ‘woman as sign’ 
might gain more currency in any time-period where a particular group feels 
the need to define itself within the larger social context. To establish whether 
the Second Sophistic, as the floruit of the Greek Novel can be viewed as 
such a time it seems wise to marshal some other literary comparanda from 
the same era, which might lend themselves to such a reading. To this end I 
will now turn to my second control, that of Christian texts circulating outside 
the boundaries of the orthodox community, and to another set of prominent 
heroines. In this case my focus lies on the manner in which the conceptuali-
sation of the ideal female as bride or as virgin or male can come to stand as 
the clearest expression of the early church’s divided attitude to social con-
formity. At one end of the spectrum we find the exhortation to the Ephesians 
(5.28–29)12 emphasising reintegration, conformity and stability: 

————— 
 11  Although Fetterly’s work focuses on American novels, her invitation to scholars to ‘un-

pack’ or ‘resist’ the dominant discourse as represented in a text, by choosing to concen-
trate upon those areas which may (incidentally) empower female characters, remains use-
ful for those working on more ancient fictional forms. See especially 1978, xxiii. 

 12  Ephesians 5.28–9: ‘�]3'#� L41��!$2��� !=� ��0"1#� ��/�»�� 3x#� �/$3í�� �$�/Ô�/#��i#� 3x�
�/$3í�� 2��/3/��S� ��/�í�� 3|�� �/$3!ã� �$�/Ô�/�� �/$3��� ��/�¼Ý� !X01~#� �y"� �!31� 3|��
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So, in this way husbands ought to love their own wives, as they love 
their own bodies. The man who loves his wife loves himself, for no-body 
ever hated his own flesh, but cares for it and cherishes it, just as Christ 
cares for the church. 
 

The social institution of marriage is elevated as the most appropriate emblem 
of Christ’s relationship with the congregation. In total contrast, at the other 
end of this ideological spectrum the Christian experience is explored through 
the representation of the assumption, by females, of traditionally male roles 
and prerogatives.  
 Strong female figures such as Thecla and Perpetua, have, like the novel-
istic heroines, generated much speculation with regard to possible female 
reader identification,13 and with possibly more justification, given the em-
phasis on  the themes of female friendship and solidarity. The power that 
they possess does also, however, in its reversal of normal biological and 
social roles, come to signal the transformative power of salvation.  
 Thecla rejects her suitor Thamyris to follow Paul (20), and reinforces her 
abandonment of her allotted social function by her cutting of hair (25) and 
later by her adoption of male attire (40). She definitively demonstrates her 
new found autonomy with her aggressive counter attack on the civic digni-
tary Alexandros, ripping his cloak and throwing his crown from his head 
(26). This offence causes her to be condemned ad bestias, the ultimate con-
firmation of her place beyond social boundaries (27). 
 Perpetua also emerges as a powerful figure, assuming a leadership role in 
prison and the events leading up to her death in the amphitheatre. This is in 
spite of the fact that she is only newly baptised as a Christian, there are men 
present in the band of prisoners, and she does not hold a formal office. On 
one occasion she persuades the prison officer not to maltreat the Christian 
prisoners (16,2), and on another she objects when the Christian woman are 
forced to dress as priestesses of the goddess Ceres (18,4). What is most sig-
nificant, however, is her almost complete disassociation from her normal 
biological function. Perpetua, the young mother, hands over her infant son to 
the care of her father, and in answer to her prayers the child feels no more 
need for her milk, and she experiences no further discomfort in her breasts 

————— 
�/$3!ã� 2y"�/� ���2�21��� ���ö� ��3"{41�� �/~� �y��1�� /X3}�Ý� �/��#� �/~� M��"�23�#� 3|��
�����2�/�Ý’ 

 13  See Kraemer 1992,153 and Bremmer 1996, 1998. 
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(6.10). This abandonment of her femininity is emphasised by Perpetua’s 
dream of her forthcoming ordeal in the arena. Instead of being thrown to the 
beasts she is ordered to fight a gigantic Egyptian. She is stripped and finds 
herself to be male.(10,7)14 
 So here we have the ultimate affront to patriarchal sensibilities: the 
woman who acts male, and the one who becomes male. Perpetua’s denial of 
her maternal role, and Thecla’s determined virginity also send out a different 
social signal from that of the chaste woman. MacDonald 1996, 180, referring 
to Thecla claims that 
 

The woman whose chastity was beyond question to such an extent that 
she neither married nor remarried came to symbolise the boundaries that 
separated the whole community from the outside world.15 

 
Virginity is a desirable characteristic in the potential citizen bride. Perpetual 
virginity though is desocialising. 

Reading Woman 

What implications does this have for our reading of woman in the novel? 
Scholarly interpretations of the relation of the novel to society have so far 
fallen into two categories. On the one hand the perceived difference between 
the sterile virginity of a Thecla and the marital fidelity of the novelistic pro-
tagonists has prompted those working in the field of early Christian literature 
to polarise these particular Christian texts and the pagan novels into asocial 
and social standpoints.16 Marriage, the means of the production of the next 
generation of citizens, is a reassuring microcosm of the social order. The 
association of romantic love with marriage in the genre is viewed as an at-
tempt to render it palatable, and thus act as a goad to civic responsibility. 

————— 
 14  Salisbury 1997, 109 interprets this as a metaphor of her change from catechumen to 

baptised Christian. She states ‘… the most compelling part of this image is its signalling 
of transformation. If one is looking for a metaphor of personal change, one cannot do bet-
ter than a transformation of one’s gender, which is at the heart of one’s self-identity.’  

 15  Similarly see Clark 1998,107: ‘The closed body of the committed virgin symbolised the 
triumph over generation and corruption, and thus over mortality.’ 

 16  See Cooper 1996, 24. For a similar view from a scholar working in the area of the novel 
see Segal 1984,90. 
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This is a very neat hypothesis, and at first glance a convincing one. It is true, 
as we previously observed, that the heroines are often conceptualised in a 
manner which seems to reinforce their civic role, displaying their out-
standing beauty and superiority as representatives of the city’s elite at public 
festivals.17 It is equally true that marriage plays an important part in the plot 
dynamic, functioning as it does as the narrative telos. 
 However, certain textual signals still serve to disrupt this reading. Narra-
tive cues such as the seeming dominance of the heroines, and the constant 
privileging of eros over gamos generate some discomfort. Does the genre act 
as confirmation of an improvement in female status, if such a nebulous phe-
nomenon could ever be so quantified, or is it rather expressive of the new 
emphasis on the personal and the individual?18 To argue our way out of this 
closed circle, perhaps we need to do some conceptual re-coding. Instead of 
labelling patterns ‘personal’ or ‘female’, perhaps they make better sense 
when envisaged as ‘transgressive’ or ‘provocative.’ 
 It is too easy to identify the upper class Greek male (the most likely can-
didate as primary intended reader)19 as somehow synonymous with the 
amorphous mass labelled the ‘social order’. Perhaps the situation of the civic 
elites in the Greek East under Roman rule is more subtle and complex than 
the apparent cultural assimilation or domination that scholars have been 
happy to locate.20 Instead of a nostalgic retreat into a pre-Roman Classical 

————— 
 17  In the Roman period the image of female virtue could be exploited by the Greek elites in 

the context of euergetism. Women from the best families achieved a certain amount of 
prominence as civic benefactors. It is important to remember though that such behaviour 
was securely hemmed in by convention: inscriptions stress traditional female virtues and 
family connections. Even though women could become magistrates in certain circum-
stances they are rarely found occupying positions which would require them to speak in 
public. See in general MacMullen 1980, 216, Lefkowitz 1983, 56–57 and van Bremen 
1996, 166, 186. 

 18  Certainly there has been a school of scholarly interpretation, perhaps in part influenced 
by Dodds’1965 characterisation of the period as an ‘Age of Anxiety’ which has viewed 
the novelistic gender dynamics as expressive of individual fears and aspirations. See 
Reardon 1971, 401; 1982, 6, and more recently MacAlister 1991, 40 and Konstan 1994, 
231 for slightly different expositions of the same basic standpoint. 

 19  For recent expositions of this view see Stephens 1994 and Bowie 1994. See Bremmer 
1998 for the most up-to-date discussion of ‘external’ evidence for a female readership. 

 20  For a subtle analysis of the situation see Woolf 1994, 135. He defines the cultural posi-
tions occupied by Greece and Rome not so much as distinct division or cultural fusion, 
but rather a ‘dynamic tension’ which functioned as a principal structuring element of 
both societies. This situation continued until the barbarian invasions and Christianisation 
of the Empire necessitated the re-drawing of the cultural map. 
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Golden Age,21 maybe the genre is, as Swain 1996, 109 has recently hypothe-
sised  ‘… another outlet for the cultural ideals and formulas of the elite, … 
another expression of their cultural hegemony.’22 The presentation of the 
heroine becomes an important weapon in this cultural conflict. Conventional 
enough to confirm male subjectivity, her carefully circumscribed reversal of 
the usual gender dynamic may be a deliberate and calculated affront to the 
bourgeois Imperial version of civic morality. 

Interactions with the Barbarian Male 

The heroines’ interactions with figures such as the barbarian male function 
as the best expression of the genre’s somewhat ambiguous relation to social 
structures, and to more traditional representations of masculinity and femi-
ninity. Consider first, at one end of the ideological spectrum, Anthia, whose 
violent defence of her honour appears to exemplify the genre’s cautiously 
subversive stance towards convention. Margaret Doody has categorised 
Anthia’s stabbing of the would-be rapist Anchialos as substantially similar to 
Thecla’s lively counter attack on Alexandros, member of the civic elite. She 
reminds us that ‘Rome’s Lucretia exhibited her chastity and propriety by 
killing herself.’ (Doody 1996, 76) However, there remains some significant 
differences in both the characterisation of the male attacker, and the concep-
tual coding of the space in which the attack occurs. Firstly Alexandros’ iden-
tification with the social order appears relatively straightforward, while An-
chialos appears, superficially at least, to be a more marginal figure, function-
ing beyond the social pale. Secondly, Thecla’s appearance in the public 
street, in a space traditionally coded as male destabilises normative percep-
tions of status, respectability and availability.23 Anthia, on the other hand, is 
unwilling, and in some senses unable, to leave the robbers’ cave after the 
attack. We are told that despite her fear, and desire to quit the scene: ‘… that 
was impossible; she could scarcely travel alone, and there was no-one to 

————— 
 21  See Scobie 1973,19 and Holzberg 1995, 47. 
 22  Similarly see Levin 1977, 26 on the novel as perpetuating a set of cultural values. More 

generally on the conscious archaism in the literature of the Second Sophistic as sympto-
matic of a Hellenic drive towards re-definition see Alcock 1993, 7.  

 23  On the coding of the public realm in Roman Greece as elite and male see Økland 1998, 
128. 
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show her the way…’ 24. Possessed of enough spirit and presence of mind to 
defend herself, she cannot leave her allotted sphere even to save her life.25 
Metaphorically she would be as unable to make her way along a street in her 
native Ephesos as she would be in a barbarian landscape.26 
 This streak of seeming conventionality in the face of extreme adversity 
at first sight confirms the conservatism sometimes ascribed wholesale to the 
genre. However, perhaps ultimately more telling is the heroines’ appropria-
tion of another ‘typically male’ attribute; eloquence. Leaving aside these rare 
displays of aggression, the most significant tactic employed by the heroines 
in the defence of their honour has to be their use of rhetoric. Brigitte Egger 
1988, 60 has focused upon the female protagonists’ emotional omnipotence 
as the defining characteristic in their apparent predominance, and yet cou-
pled with this unconscious erotic power is the ability to manipulate situations 
on the social level. See for example, Kallirhoe’s well-judged response to the 
preliminary advances of the Great King, made through his eunuch Artaxates.  
 

Artaxates’ words struck at Callirhoe’s heart like a sword. She pretended 
not to understand. ‘May the gods continue to be gracious to the King’, 
she said, ‘and he to you, for taking pity on an unfortunate woman. Let 
him release me all the sooner from my worry, I beg, by deciding the is-
sue, so that I may no longer be a burden to the Queen either.’ 27 

————— 
 24  Xen. Ephes. 4, 5: ‘���� 3!ã3!� ��}%/�!�� 2�Ý� !\31� �x"� -� M0�#� /X3Ç� 1\�!"!#� 2�� !\31� M�

� ���2��1�!#�3|���!"1�/��…’ 
 25  For an interesting parallel see the behaviour of the eponymous Kalligone PSI 981:35–42, 

whose reaction in the face of adversity is more confident: threatening to kill the man who 
has removed her sword to prevent her harming herself. Evidence from the fragmentary 
novelistic texts reinforces the impression that, in their representation of gender, as in so 
many other respects, the fully extant novels stand as a relatively homogeneous group. 

 26  Similarly see Kallirhoe’s attitude when left alone in the shrine of Aphrodite: she does not 
dare leave on her own, and has to be led away by Leonas (Chariton 2, 3). She is ashamed 
(/<0!$�{��). The conceptual dynamic is different in Longos: the woods may function as 
alternative ‘private sphere’ given the association of nature with the feminine principle. 
The arrival of the townsfolk causes Chloe to flee and take refuge in the countryside 
(Longus 4, 14): ‘… /<012�1Ô2/��/~�4!���1Ô2/�…’ 

 27  Chariton 6, 5: ‘�/���"���0z�1X��#�3|���/"0�/�����}����/�y�1"�Y��� �4!$#�3!ã����!$Ý�
�"!21�!�1Ô3!�0z��|�2$��{�/���/~�“�1!~” �4�2~��“ A�1ë��/2��1Ô�0�/�{�!�1���2!~�0z���1Ô�!#��
Q3����11Ô31��$�/Ô�/�0$23$%Æ��0{!�/����»33!����/��/ y3'��1�3Æ#�4"!�3�0!#����/"3�2/#�
3|���"�2����A�/����{3����!%�í���0z�3Ç��/2���0��” 
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Biting back her justified anger, this and later delicate evasions stress her 
intelligence, good breeding and heightened social awareness, and avoid the 
violent retaliation that would follow any direct refusal.28 The sparse nature of 
Xenophon’s prose means that we lack such detailed displays of rhetorical 
persuasiveness, yet there are repeated references to Anthia’s ability to con-
coct a lying tale. She is easily able to pander to her captors’ preconceptions. 
Psammis, with his barbarian credulity in matters religious is capable of read-
ing her as consecrated virgin (3, 11), while for the brothel-keeper she ex-
pertly creates an alternative history that emphasises violence and possession 
(5, 7). In Achilles Tatius’ novel Leukippe, far from being cowed by the 
threats of her master Thersandros, and Sosthenes’ suggestions of further 
torture, takes ownership of these threats in a speech full of fire and passion:  
 

‘Bring on the instruments of torture: the wheel – here, take my arms and 
stretch them, the whips – here is my back, lash away; the hot irons – here 
is my body for burning; bring the axe as well – here is my neck, slice 
through! Watch a new contest: a single woman competes with all the en-
gines of torture and wins every round.’ 29 

 
 The repeated imperatives generate a feeling of immediacy and urgency in a 
portion of text that has the flavour of a Christian martyr account. The speech 
has the effect of upsetting Thersandros’ equilibrium and so helping her re-
main chaste. Finally we may turn to Heliodoros for a playful manipulation of 
the stereotypical image of the respectable woman. The remarkable Charik-
leia deceives the audience of assembled bandits with a demure display of 
apparent compliance in which she demonstrates a keen awareness of male 
attitudes to female speech. Before an accomplished display of rhetoric de-
signed to delay the celebration of her marriage to the bandit King she disin-
genuously claims that : ‘It would have been more fitting for my brother 

————— 
 28  See also 1, 11 where Kallirhoe’s remains acutely aware of her true plight on Theron’s 

vessel, but plays along with his plans to ensure her own safety. At 2, 5 she flatters the ur-
bane Dionysios with appeals to his cultured background. 

 29  Ach. Tat. 6, 21: ‘3x#� �/2y�!$#� �/"y23�2!��� 41"{3'� 3"!%��Ý� <0!�� %1Ô"1#�� 31��{3'��
41"{3'��/~��y23��/#Ý� <0!���í3!���3$�3{3'���!���{3'��ã"Ý� <0!��2í�/���/�{3'��41"{3'�
�/~�2�0�"!�Ý� <0!��0{"���24/�{3'����í�/� ��1y2/2�1��/����Ý��"�#��y2/#�3x#��/2y�!$#�
��'���13/����/��$�}���/~��y�3/����¼�’  
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Theagenes here to speak, for I think that silence becomes a woman, and it is 
for a man to respond among men.’30  
 These examples may have highlighted the heroines’ ability to persis-
tently out-manoeuvre their would be seducers, and yet they have also drawn 
attention to the apparent diversity of the male antagonists as a category. Pre-
viously assembled under the umbrella term ‘barbarian male’ we find genuine 
upper class foreigners such as Psammis and the Great King, next to bour-
geois bandits like Thyamis, and Greek citizens like Thersandros. Barbarity, 
of course, cannot itself function as a stable category in a canon where texts 
may be authored by those living on the periphery of the Greek world.31 In-
stead of isolating barbarity as a significant classification, it might be more 
fruitful, in our examination of the male antagonists, to focus on those traits 
which are alien to the novel’s admittedly idiosyncratic version of correct 
masculine behaviours. 
 In addition to the negative portrayal of sexual aggression we also dis-
cover a lack of full authorial endorsement for the traditional brand of heroic 
masculinity that elevates martial prowess. This may be clearly seen in Chari-
ton’s novel where Dionysios is awarded the heroine as a prize for his bravery 
(7, 5). His glorious aristeia actually avails him nothing, since Aphrodite has 
already ensured Kallirhoe’s return to her first husband. For the mannered 
Achilles Tatius the undoubted courage of a Dionysios is replaced by the 
mindless aggression of a Thersandros32 while in Longos’ pastoral physical 
force descends to the level of farce. The Dorkon-wolf is attacked by dogs (1, 

————— 
 30  Hld. Aith. 1, 21–22: ‘M��z�����!#�1"�!�1���01�4î�3î���î�-1/�{�1��3!�3ëÝ��"{�1����x"�

!��Ï�/���$�/��~��z��2��|����0"~�0z�����"�2��������0"y2��Ý’ 
 31  See for example Briquel-Chatonnet 1992, 194 for a useful discussion of the representa-

tion of Phoenicians within the genre, containing the observation of a tension between two 
competing ideological strands. On the one hand the deployment of a set of well-worn cli-
chés including an inclination towards luxury, debauchery and piracy seems to be needed 
to provide foreign flavour, and to induce a feeling of disorientation: allusion to known 
stereotypes may create the illusion of ‘reality’. On the other hand the Phoenicians are 
Hellenophones with enough affinities with the Greeks to ensure some possibility of iden-
tification for a Greek reader. For a discussion of the set of stereotypical characteristics 
that might safely be ascribed to foreign characters in literature of this period see Kuch 
1989, 82. 

 32  Although see Ach. Tat. 8, 17 for the approving account of Kallisthenes’ unproblematic 
transformation into model citizen: a transformation which entails bravery in martial ex-
ploits, in addition to the traditional manifestation of the superiority of the elite- euer-
getism. 
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21) in his pursuit of Chloe, while her later abductor Lampis is beaten by the 
parasite Gnathon, himself a ridiculous figure (4, 29).  
 It is significant that eloquence, as the outward expression of the educa-
tion of the elite male remains a privileged literary site, and as such is pos-
sessed by the more positive of the male antagonists. For example, Dionysios 
provides an emotional yet carefully balanced speech in his suit against Mith-
ridates (Chariton 5, 6) while Mithridates himself is capable of putting on a 
spectacular performance (5, 7). Similarly, Thersandros’ court-speech, while 
not endearing him to the reader, is an accomplished rhetorical display (Ach. 
Tat. 8, 8) demonstrating the author’s love of the narrative set-piece. While 
such skills are not privileged to the extent that they enable the antagonists to 
steal either the heroine or reader interest away from the protagonists, the 
neutral or positive coding this trait receives acts as a semi-reliable indicator 
of the extent to which the heroes subvert traditional definitions of masculin-
ity. 
 Given the emphasis placed on the heroines’ ability to persuade, the he-
roes’ lack of confidence in this sphere is striking. So Habrokomes is unable, 
at a very basic level to put together a convincing enough argument to per-
suade the pirates to take his paedagogus on board ship (Xen. Ephes. 1, 14). 
Daphnis, after attempting to construct a reasonable speech in his own de-
fence when accused by the Methymneans, immediately undercuts any impact 
his words might have made, by bursting into tears (Longus 2, 16) in a scene 
reminiscent of Telemachos’ behaviour in Odyssey 2:80–81. Seemingly de-
void of defensive strategies, their apparent passivity in the face of adversity 
may strike a discordant note in comparison with the heroines’ ingenuity. So, 
when Chaireas’ ship is captured we are told that he and Polycharmos begged 
to be sold to one master (Chariton 3, 7): indicative of a commendable sense 
of loyalty, but completely lacking in dignity. It is Kleitophon’s behaviour 
though, that perhaps provides the key to understanding the heroes’ seeming 
inferiority. His willingness to submit to the unreasonable and violent attacks 
of Thersandros (Ach. Tat. 5, 23, 6, 5, and 8, 1) may locate this element of 
novelistic heroism as a parody of the self-restraint expected of the upper 
class male.33 Narrative elements such as the protagonists’ extreme youth may 

————— 
 33  On Ach. Tat. 5, 23 as parody see Durham 1938, 5 and Anderson 1982, 32 contra Rohde 

1914, 511, and Merkelbach 1962, 152. 
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render their behaviour more acceptable,34 yet I maintain that it is better un-
derstood as a deliberately playful sexual construct than as a failed attempt to 
depict a more traditional heroism. 
 Understanding the heroes’ behaviour is vital to our reading of gender as 
a relational sign system. Both male and female protagonists subvert norma-
tive behavioural patterns. Novelistic femininity has appropriated one of the 
defining characteristics of Hellenic male culture in its confrontation with a 
more traditional brand of forceful masculinity. It would be tempting to read 
this, at some subliminal level as a veiled challenge to Imperial might and 
ambition. To suggest some programmatic transformation of the archetypal 
Roman into uncouth bandit is, of course, an untenable position, although it is 
possible that there could have been some transference of characteristics oc-
curring in the shared imaginaire. Recovery of anything so vague as ‘atti-
tudes’ to a particular racial grouping is of course difficult, although Forte’s 
1972 collection of material relating to the different stances taken towards 
Roman rule remains useful. She claimed a strong tendency to conceive of the 
Romans as ‘… descendants of uncivilised nomads, murderers and fugitives 
who had sought asylum in primitive Rome…’(Forte 1972, 186). The genre’s 
somewhat ambiguous stance towards authority figures is also significant in 
this context.35 
 Even if we choose to remain sceptical about any direct equivalence, pre-
ferring to view the fictional generic world as a completely de-politicised 
entity, the heroines’ possession of an unusual degree of power, however 
informally exercised, still hints at a playful attitude to convention. In conclu-
sion I wish to refer briefly to another narrative pattern which de-stabilises a 
favoured way of representing an ordered universe. As previously mentioned, 
marriage could often function as an emblem of the continuation of the social 

————— 
 34  As youths around the age of the formal ephebia the inversion of normative sexual con-

structs may be perhaps explained by the notion of liminality and gender inversion in rites 
of passage. For a reading of the novel influenced by this theory see Dowden 1999, 224 
following the insights of van Gennep 1960, and Vidal-Naquet 1986. Aberrant behaviour 
will always jar less when it occurs in the so-called liminal space, and yet this general the-
ory cannot fully explain the novels’ strange mix of conventional and countercultural be-
haviours. 

 35  Billault 1996, 121, in his discussion of enforcers of the law notes both the unreliability 
with which they wield their power, and their more positive qualities such as eloquence 
and honesty. 
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order,36 a symbol routinely employed in Imperial iconography. So, a study of 
numismatics demonstrates that the wives and children of the Imperial family 
could function as symbols of legitimacy and prosperity.37 In a slightly differ-
ent context the image of the dextrarum junctio could become displaced from 
the iconography of marriage, and re-deployed, as at the triumphal arch at 
Lepcis Magna, as an image of political union.38 
 I would suggest that the sexual asymmetry of novelistic marriage delib-
erately de-stabilises this imagery. Kallirhoe’s military advice to Chaireas,39 
like Anthia’s erotic predominance40 can be seen as functioning in the same 
way as the heroines’ appropriation of rhetoric, and might be the cheeky re-
sponse of the Greek ruling classes to the ultimate representation of order and 
Imperial superiority. The manner of novelistic consumption becomes perti-
nent here: rather than civic propaganda, this fictional form designed for pri-
vate contemplation is perhaps better viewed, to borrow John Morgan’s 
phrase, as ever so slightly illicit.41 In place of the prudery of my title,42 the 
manner in which the heroines defend their honour is deliciously provoca-
tive.43 
 
 

————— 
 36  For the image of marriage as the ultimate expression of concordia see Brown 1988, 16–

17, Veyne 1987, 165 and Perkins 1995, 48. 
 37  Fullerton 1985, 482–483, focusing on the coinage of 13–12 BCE demonstrates how 

images of the princeps’ family form part of a unified scheme emphasising the peace and 
prosperity of Augustus’ rule. More generally on the inclusion of women in Imperial ico-
nography to highlight values such as clemency and security see Lefkowitz 1983, 61 and 
Fantham 1994, 313. 

 38  See Walker’s 1979 study. 
 39  See Chariton 8, 2  where Kallirhoe restrains her impetuous husband from broadcasting 

the news of the Egyptian defeat, thus ensuring calm in the ranks, and a safe retreat. 
 40  See for example the description of the couple’s wedding night in Xen. Ephes. 1, 9. Al-

though it is Habrokomes who initiates contact, it is noteworthy that Anthia is depicted as 
kissing him passionately, and indulges in two declarations of love, to his one. 

 41  Morgan 1995, 132. 
 42  For Wiersma 1990, 119 Kallirhoe remains ‘… a paragon of prudishness.’ 
 43  Please note that all translations of the Greek Novels in this paper have been taken directly 

from B. P. Reardon. 1989. Collected Ancient Greek Novels, Berkeley, Los Angeles and 
London: University of California Press. The proper names of characters from the novels 
used therein sometimes differ slightly from those versions used in the main text, where I 
have generally preferred Hellenic spelling variants. 
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